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After reading this document you should be able to: 

● Use the EDIS system to adhere to the requirements in Guidance Note 3, BS7671 2008, 

Amendment 3, 2015 
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1 Purpose of the document 

Guidance Note 3: Inspection & Testing (17th Edition, BS7671: 2008 incorporating amendments 3: 

2015) provides information for carrying out inspection and testing on electrical installations.  EDIS 

aligns with these requirements and the content below aims to provide guidance on how EDIS can 

be used, specifically: 

● Table 3.2 - Recommended initial frequencies of electrical inspection  

● Table 3.3 Range of samples for inspection 

● Table 3.5 Classification of danger and non-compliance (observations and 

recommendations classification codes) 

This document should be read in conjunction with the EDIS work instructions for contractors. 

2 EDIS Prerequisites 

This guide provides instructions primarily for electricians, testers and qualifying supervisors on how to 

use EDIS in a way that enables compliance with Guidance Note 3.  The required EDIS system rights and 

permissions are mostly for electrician and qualifying supervisor, some EDIS compliance management 

features require building administration rights.  If you require building administration rights you should 

request them, instruction to do so can be found  in section 4 of the user permissions guide.  

3 GN3 - Purpose of periodic inspection and testing 

 

The primary aim of periodic electrical inspection and testing is to confirm that the  so far as is 
reasonably practicable , whether the installation is in a satisfactory condition for continued 

1

service.  ‘so far as is reasonably practicable’ is used regulation, it allows for a balance to be 
struck between, on one hand, the level of risk reduction considered acceptable and on the 
other hand, the cost, time and effort of reducing the risk to such an acceptable level.  

1  ‘so far as is reasonably practicable’ is defined in the case Edwards v National Coal 
Board, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edwards_v_National_Coal_Board 
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4 Inspection frequencies 

Table 3.2 - Recommended initial frequencies of electrical inspection provides a guide to the initial 

time interval between initial installation and the next inspection date.  For a new installation, the 

initial inspection frequency guidelines in Table 3.2 can be followed.   The challenge faced by 

compliance manager is in deciding the frequency for subsequent frequencies.  The guide states ‘In 

short, the inspector, being a skilled person, should apply engineering judgement when deciding on 

intervals and may use Table 3.2 as a starting point for the decision’.  

The frequencies in EDIS are record in the last test and next test dates for each circuit.  These 

dates are set when a Minor Works, New Installation or Condition Report is completed.  EDIS 

suggests a default date which can be overridden by the inspector. 

The section EP2-Setting the Default Inspection Frequencies in EDIS, shown below, describes the steps 

to setting default frequencies for the next inspection. 
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TABLE 3.2 - GUIDANCE NOTE 2 
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5 Selecting samples 

For electrical inspection and testing in buildings where distribution boards and circuits have the 

same manufactured and installed specification a testing a sample will provide statistically based 

confidence that the electrical installation meets the required electrical safety standard.  To do this a 

sampling strategy needs to be developed.  Guidance note Table 3.3 Range of samples for 

inspection provides advice on selecting the test sample: 

● Main switchgear (external)- 100% 

● Main switchgear (internal sections and cable connections) – 100% where practicable, not 

less than 10% 

● Main switch gear (internal), inspection of circuit breaker connections and control sections - 

- ideally 100% not less than 10%. 

● Final circuit distribution boards – Ideally 100%, not less than 25% 

● Final circuit accessories – Between 10% and 100% 

● Earthing and protective bonding conductors – 100% 

The guidance in Table 3.3 can be broadly summarised as : 

 

ITEM Ideal 

Sample 

size 

Lowest 

sample 

size 

Typical checks 

Inspection of Main switchgear 

(external) 

100% 100% Visual inspection for signs of 

overheating, aging or damage 

Inspection of Main switchgear 

(internal) 

100% >10%, 

(100% 

where 

practicable) 

A visual inspection for signs of 

overheating, aging or damage, 

Check tightness of cable 

connections. 

Sub-Mains distribution boards 100% >10%, 

(100% 

where 

practicable) 

The mains distribution boards, i.e a 

board supplying another board can 

classed as part of the main 

switchgear and treated in the same 
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way 

Final distribution boards 100% >25% These are the boards that supply 

the final, or terminating, point of the 

system, refer note 4 below 

Final circuit accessories 100% >10% These are sockets, lights or supply 

to electrical devices,  refer note 3 

and 4 below 

Table 3.3 in the Guidance note provide further advice.  

Note 3, from Guidance Note 3, Table 3.3: Sample sizes for sockets, which are more easily 

accessible to end users, should be higher than for lighting which are less accessible. 

Note 4, from Guidance Note 3, Table 3.3: Do not ’sample samples’, if a 10% sample is applied to 

a sub-main distribution board, then further sampling should not be applied to the final circuit 

distribution board on these circuits.  If a submain has 10 circuits and 1 circuit is inspected and 

tested, then all the circuits associated with the distribution board supplied by this 1 circuit should be 

tested.  It would be inappropriate to test 1 submain circuit and sample % of the final distribution 

circuits. 

An example of a testing specification is provided is in - EDIS Planning and Inspection and Testing 

Programme.doc available at www.electricalcertificates .co.uk  

6 Selecting boards and circuits to test 

Guidance note 3, 78, states, “if a repeat periodic inspection is undertaken using a sampling 

system, then a different sample, again representative of the installation, must be chose.  Therefore 

previous periodic inspection and test records should be consulted prior to commencement of a 

sample inspection and test.’  EDIS Practice – EP1 Selecting circuitd for testing provides 

instructions on how task can be easily achieved. 

7 Classifying observations and recommendations 

Table 3.5 Classification of danger and non-compliance provides guidance classifying the inspection and 

testing observations and recommendations classification codes.   EDIS provides a number of 

mechanisms to report any non-compliances: 
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1. Where there is a deviation from the guidance note or regulation, the details of the 
deviation needs to be recorded and retained in the condition report risk assessment. 
(Refer EP3 - Recording the Risk Assessment in EDIS) 

2. Where the value of the earth loop impedance cannot not be measured, a value of LIM 
should have been entered into the field and an Observation Code of C3 (Improvement 
recommended) should be associated with the circuit along with a comment stating the 
reason for the limitation, refer EP4 - Recording limitations and deviations for tests. 

3. Where the limitation is judged to be a danger, due to other considerations an 
Observation Code FI (Further investigation) should be assigned.  The FI code indicates 
that the assessed risk of not doing the tests is high and further work needs to be 
undertaken in order to measure the earth loop impedance to assess the risk, refer EP4 
- Recording limitations and deviations for tests. 

 

8 How EDIS uses the Maximum Zs values 

One of the key tests is to ensure that the circuit disconnection time complies with BS7671. 
This is achieved by measuring the maximum Zs value and comparing it to the Zs for the circuit 
breaker.  

EDIS uses the Zs value to determine whether the the last/next test date for the circuit should 
be updated - a value in the measured Zs field will result in the Last/Next test date for a circuit 
being updated when the certificate is completed.   Care should be taken when completing the 
certificate that the correct option is selected in order to ensure the distribution board and circuit 
details are correctly updated, EP5 - Certifying certificates and the resulting update of the 
distribution board details. 

 

 

 

9 EDIS PROCEDURES (E.P.) 

9.1 EP1 – Selecting circuits for testing in EDIS 
The easiest way to determine which circuits need to be tested and which circuits were previously 

tested is to download a Building.  This report needs to be requested from the EDIS Building 
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Administrator.  It provides a list of the last test/next test dates and provides a quick way to identify 

circuits that need to be tested.  

If you do have building administration rights for the estate, ou can download the report: From the 

main menu select Manage compliance, select create then select the building – the figure below 

provides the guidance. 

 

 

After selecting the building the last text next test dates are displayed – an example is shown below: 
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All the reports can be downloaded in Excel. 

 

9.2 EP2-Setting the Default Inspection Frequencies in EDIS 

The default date is 5 years OR is set by selecting a Board Type.  The number of years to the next 

test date can be controlled by defining the Board Risk Type.  The board risk types are setup via 

the Site Administration / Manage Board Risk Types menu option.  The period associated with the 

board risk type is then used to determine the next test date.  So, if a high-risk boards are set to 

have a 3 year period to the next test, then the next test date will be calculated as follows: Most 

recent test date + 3 years.  Therefore for this example the last test will be equal to the most recent 

test date and the next test date will be equal to the last test date plus 3 years. 

The screenshots below show the steps to setting the Board Risk Type. 
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Figure: Selecting the Board Risk Type menu option and updating the Board Risk Types  

The board risk type can then be selected when editing a board.  It is then stored in the Board Type 

field.  
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Figure: Board Type field is the Boards list and edited via the edit boards forms 
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9.3 EP3 - Recording the Risk Assessment in EDIS 
The RISK ASSESSMENT associated with the electrical infrastructure can be documented and attached 

to the EDIS certificate.  Entering free text into the Additional Comments form, accessed while editing 

the certificate, will result in the Risk Assessment being included at the end of the PDF of the certificate. 

 

Enter EDIS additional comments field, accessed by editing the certificate 

 

EDIS Certificate PDF, includes the text from the Additional Comments field. 

 

9.4 EP4 - Recording limitations and deviations for tests 
 When testing a board and a circuit there are two text fields that can be used to record 
comments on the cost, difficulty, practicality of carrying out the test. 

1. For each board there is a general comment area “Details of  circuits and/or installed 
equipment vulnerable to damage when testing.” 

2. For each circuit there is a ‘remarks text  area, 
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The inclusion of the ‘LIM’ in the Zs value results in two updates in EDIS: 

1. The last/next test date for the circuit is updated.  

2. The list of Actions Required (Observations and Recommendations) is is updated  

9.5 EP5 - Certifying certificates and the resulting update of the distribution 
board details 

When a certificate is ready to sign-off the electrician needs to select one of the 4 options listed in the 

table below.  The most commonly used options are 1 and 3, it should be noted that the 
last/next test date value will only ever be updated if the Zs >0, i.e a Zs measure must be 
taken.  The same rule applies to EICR, New Installation and MW certificates. 

̀ Change applied on completing the certificate 
Based on the option selected 

Option Changes to circuit 
details applied in 

Boards and 
Circuits Schedule 

Changes to Last 
test / Next test 

dates  

Notes 

1 If Zs>0 
If Zs=LIM 

If Zs>0 The default case 

2 none If ZS>0 or LIM  

3 Regardless of Zs If ZS>0 This allows circuit 
details to be updated 
regardless of Zs 
value, however the 
last test/next test 
date is not updated of 
Zs<=0 
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4 In every case In every case This allows all circuit 
details to be updated 
regardless of Zs 
value 

 

On signing off the certificate the electrician should select one of the options on the page 5.  The 

screenshot for the options is shown below: 
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